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Abstract
The present study examines the relation between referential indexing of gender
and speakers’ cognition in instances of gendered noticing in Greek talk-in-interaction, drawing on audio recordings of informal conversations as data and on
conversation analysis as method. Gendered noticing occurs after actions that
invoke specific presuppositions about gender, such as the norm of heterosexuality and stereotypes regarding ‘typical’ feminine and masculine attributes and
behaviour. Speakers deploy gendered terms to attend to gender as a relevant
aspect of context, and to position the self and others as women or men. It is
shown that via gendered noticing, speakers uncover their covert assumptions
about social gender and bring their conceptualisations of gender to the ‘surface’.
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Introduction
This article targets the interface between referential indexing of gender,
speakers’ cognition and social action at talk-in-interaction. Following Ochs
(1992), referential indexes of gender constitute linguistic items, which are
grammatically or lexically specified for sex, indexing gender referentially,
directly and exclusively. Prior research on gendered terms has shown
that referential indexing of gender interweaves with culture and cognition. Gendered terms ‘ascribe’ female or male sex to referents (Eckert and
McConnell-Ginet 2013:84), categorise referents as women or men, and
locate them in the dominant gender order. The use of gendered terms
enforces and sustains the woman/man binary, and thus contributes to a
process of ‘gendering’ (McConnell-Ginet 2003) of speaker and others. This
gendering process is loaded with gender ideologies such as gender asymmetry, gender difference and heteronormativity (e.g. Hellinger and Bußmann
2001–2002–2003; Hellinger and Motschenbacher 2015; Motschenbacher
2010). Gendered terms establish habits of thinking of the world, such as
the inferences ‘man as norm’ or ‘woman as deviant other’, which are displayed in interaction. For example, in Alvanoudi (2014, 2017) it was shown
that repairs of gendered terms, in which speakers replace masculine forms
with feminine forms, indicate that grammatical gender activates the masculine-generic-associated inference ‘man as norm’ (Hamilton 1991) and
guides speakers to attend to the referent’s sex when they think for speaking
(Slobin 1996). In this article, I continue this work by analysing inferences
associated with the use of gendered terms in Greek conversation. The
structure of the article is as follows: in the section below entitled ‘Gender
membership categories: inferences and gender ideologies’, I discuss the different types of inferences associated with the use of gendered terms by
bringing together membership categories and the notion of conceptual
baggage. This is followed by the section presenting the ‘Method and data’.
The section ‘Analysis’ investigates the data, and summarising remarks are
found in the ‘Conclusion’.

Gender membership categories: inferences and gender
ideologies
Gendered terms are among the tools that members of a community use
to label themselves and others and deal with their daily social life. In two
seminal papers, Sacks (1972a, 1972b) described these practices as membership categories; that is, classifications of various kinds organised into
larger groupings or collections of categories, such as sex, age, religion, profession, ethnicity and political views. The same person can be categorised
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on the basis of different categories: woman, young, atheist, professor,
Greek, white, leftist. Membership categories are inference-rich, as they are
fuelled by members’ background or common-sense knowledge (Garfinkel
1967) about identities, roles and behaviours of the members of a community, and they provide access to this knowledge. These inferences apply to
referents and are protected against induction; that is, if a person is taken to
be a member of a specific category, s/he is considered to be a presumptive
representative of this category and if s/he deviates from what is thought to
be typical behaviour for the members of the category, s/he is treated as an
exception that does not change what is known about the category itself.
Moreover, membership categories are associated with ‘category-bound
activities’ (Sacks 1972b:335), routinely associated with members of specific
categories, based on stereotypical knowledge about the typical forms of
conduct that members of a category engage with or specific characteristic
features that they have. For example, referring to car mechanics can invoke
the category of men, which is stereotypically associated with this activity (a relevant example is in excerpt 1 in the section ‘Method and data’).
As Schegloff (2007:470) observes, ‘the doing of a category-bound action
can introduce into a scene or an occasion the relevance of the category to
which that action is bound’. Speakers use membership categories to make
sense of the sociocultural world and create social order through talk.
Languages provide speakers with access to grammatical and lexical
means for categorising referents as members of specific gender categories
(Hellinger and Bußmann 2001–2002–2003). In Greek, gender membership categories include linguistic items that are grammatically masculine
or feminine and/or lexically specified for male or female sex. Grammatical
gender in Greek consists of three classes of nouns: masculine, feminine
and neuter (Pavlidou 2003). Each noun belongs to one class (or, less often,
more than one class). All adjectives, articles and passive participles, as well
as certain pronouns and numerals, are inflected for gender. Gender assignment in nouns with human reference is sex-based: in general, nouns denoting female humans are grammatically feminine, while nouns denoting male
humans are grammatically masculine, as shown in the following example.
(1) (a) fititís
		student(m).nom.sg
		 ‘male student’
(b) fitítria
		student(f).nom.sg
		 ‘female student’
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The gender of the noun controls agreement with other elements in the
noun phrase, as in (2), or outside the noun phrase, as in (3).
(2) aftí			 i		
this.f.nom.sg
def.f.nom.sg
‘This female student’

fitítria
student(f).nom.sg

(3) o			
fititís		íne		kurazménos
def.m.nom.sg
student(m).nom.sg cop.3sg.prs
tired.m.nom.sg
‘The male student is tired.’

Moreover, gender membership categories include nouns in which the referent’s sex is lexically specified. For example, the nouns ʝinéka ‘woman(f).
nom.sg’ and ádras ‘man(m).nom.sg’ or korítsi ‘girl(n).nom.sg’ and aɣόri
‘boy(n).nom.sg’ encode lexically the semantic properties of femaleness and maleness, respectively. Gender membership categories are also
inflected by other sorts of categorisation; for instance, néos ‘young.m.nom.
sg’ and néa ‘young.f.nom.sg’ categorise referents along gender and age
(related to the lexical morpheme), whereas xristçanόs ‘christian.m.nom.sg’
and xristçaní ‘christian.f.nom.sg’ categorise referents along gender and
religion. Gender membership categories generate inferences about referents fuelled by gender ideologies and interlocutors’ background knowledge
about the social gender order. The nature of these inferences and their role
in interaction is what we turn to now.
Talk-in-interaction is inference-rich. In Levinson’s words, speakers are
‘caught in a web of inferences’ (1983:321), where intended meaning usually
goes beyond what is explicitly coded, and our conceptually incomplete
and sketchy utterances are pragmatically enriched. Speakers draw inferences by exploiting the common-sense knowledge or common ground
that they share with interlocutors (Enfield and Levinson 2006). Common
ground is defined by Enfield (2006; cf. Grice 1989) as ‘the open stockpile
of shared presumption that fuels amplicative inference in communication’
(2006:399) and consists of semantically coded linguistic categories (lexicon,
morphosyntax), cultural practices and norms, and shared personal experience. Common ground includes anything that is culturally meaningful,
including presumptions about the social gender order. These presumptions
are organised into gender ideologies; that is, systems of beliefs, values,
attitudes and expectations regarding gender roles and behaviours, such as
gender binaries, the norm of heterosexual desire, and gender asymmetry
and segregation. Gender ideologies give rise to pragmatic inferences in
talk-in-interaction.
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Speakers draw on their shared knowledge about the social gender order
when they use gender membership categories. Inferences associated with
the use of gendered terms may be speaker- or hearer-based. Speaker-based
inferences are at-issue messages (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2013:166);
that is, implicit messages that include content that the speaker in some
sense intends to communicate and that can be directly queried by the
hearer (what is conversationally implicated). For example, boys are boys
or women are women gives rise to the conversational implicature that boys
or women have X attributes, etc. Hearer-based inferences are background
messages (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2013:169); that is, content that is
triggered linguistically can be inferred by the hearer from an utterance, and
is often not part of what the speaker intends to communicate. Following
McConnell-Ginet (2008), the use of gendered terms can give rise to the
following background messages: (1) presuppositions and (2) conceptual
baggage. I examine these in turn.
Gender membership categories trigger presuppositions due to their
indexical nature. According to Silverstein (1976), referential indexes
presuppose the (physical or cognitive) existence of particular aspects
of context. When speakers use gendered terms to refer to a particular
person they presuppose or assume that the referent is a woman or a man
(Alvanoudi 2014). The information of gender that is indexed referentially
constitutes part of the tacit assumptions that interlocutors share about the
referent and the routine meanings produced in interaction (cf. Brown 2007;
Enfield 2007). The presupposition of the referent’s gender is ‘triggered linguistically’ (by the grammatical or lexical gender of the item deployed) and
constitutes a speaker-based inference. The speaker presupposes something
prior to uttering the gendered word and can be held accountable for this
presupposition.
Moreover, gender membership categories carry conceptual baggage;
that is, ‘connotations, encyclopaedic knowledge, stereotypes or prototypes,
background assumptions, knowledge about social practices in the course
of which the word gets used’ (McConnell-Ginet 2008:512).1 Conceptual
baggage can (potentially) trigger hearer-based inferences, which are not
always intended by speakers (McConnell-Ginet 2012:516). For example,
McConnell-Ginet (2008) discusses the conceptual baggage of the gendered
term my husband in the caller’s utterance My husband has a terrible headache and is running a high fever during a call to a physician’s office, analysed
in Kitzinger (2005a). This utterance can trigger the following inferences.
1
2

The patient is an adult male married to the caller.
The patient and the caller live together.
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The caller knows the patient’s medical history.
The caller will assume responsibility for the patient’s care beyond
making this call on his behalf.

Inference (1) is a presupposition triggered by the semantic representation
of the word husband, whereas inferences (2)–(4) belong to the conceptual
baggage of the word: they involve background marital assumptions, such
as familiarity and responsibility; they are implicit and often remain unnoticed by speaker and hearer. Conceptual baggage is interaction-oriented
meaning, as it is ‘made salient and accessible’ by the use of particular
expressions in interaction, it can be unpacked by the hearer, and ‘its impact
is quite significant as interaction unfolds’ (McConnell-Ginet 2008:512). As
Eckert and McConnell-Ginet (2013) observe, ‘the evidence for conceptual
baggage attached to an expression lies in hearers’ responses, which show
what they presuppose, often quite unwittingly, after hearing the conceptual
baggage-invoking expression’ (2013:170). For example, the response What
does he think is wrong? to being informed that someone took the cat to
the vet (reported in Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2013:170–1) displays the
hearer-based inference ‘the vet is male’. Although the noun vet is lexically
gender-neutral, the hearer interprets the referent as male, drawing on the
stereotypical association of this occupation with men (for a similar pattern
in Turkish, see Braun 2001). The hearer’s response shows that she accessed
the conceptual baggage of a male vet.
To recap: ‘Genderizing discourse’ (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet
2013:214) generates inferences about the social gender order. Very often,
these inferences are not part of a speaker’s intended meaning. They are
produced on the fly and they appear as uninvited guests on the table of
interaction. This article seeks to uncover the inferential process associated
with the use of gendered terms in Greek talk-in-interaction by analysing
cases whereby the conceptual baggage of these expressions is displayed via
speakers’ actions.

Method and data
The data analysed in this study originate from approximately twenty-six
hours of forty audio-recorded, naturally occurring, everyday face-to-face
conversations among friends and relatives from the Corpus of Spoken
Greek (Institute of Modern Greek Studies).2 Conversations have been
fully transcribed according to the standard conversation analytic conventions (see, e.g., Couper-Kuhlen and Selting 2018:606–7; Jefferson 2004;
Appendix B). In this article, I employ conversation analysis (henceforth
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CA) for two reasons. Following Enfield and Levinson, I see interaction
as the ‘primary context for the externalization of cognitive processes’
(2006:21). I assume that private cognitive states and processes such as
inferences can be detected by looking at speakers’ publicly observable
behaviour (Enfield 2013). Second, CA offers a methodological advantage
when it comes to the analysis of conceptual baggage in interaction. One of
the basic principles of CA is that the speaker’s next turn publicly displays
their understanding of the actions of the just-prior turn and embodies an
action responsive to the just-prior turn so understood (Sacks, Schegloff
and Jefferson 1974; Schegloff 2007:15). This principle can prove to be
rather productive in our analysis, given that conceptual baggage is uncovered in hearers’ responses (cf. the section ‘Gender membership categories: inferences and gender ideologies’ above), that is, in sequentially next
turns.
Prior conversation analytic work (Land and Kitzinger 2005; Kitzinger
2005a, 2007) has shown that gendered assumptions are routinely displayed and produced in the course of social actions through the deployment of gender membership categories. For example, the nouns husband
and wife denote specific roles in the heterosexual kin system and make
the inference of referents’ heterosexual identity available in interaction,
either in topic talk about heterosexual relationships, such as weddings or
marital troubles, or in the course of activities that do not explicitly index
heterosexual relationships. On certain occasions, gendered assumptions
are brought to the surface of the talk through speakers’ social actions, for
example, when speakers correct heterosexist presumptions (Land and
Kitzinger 2005).
In their study on American English conversation, Hopper and LeBaron
analysed cases in which gender is advanced from ‘background to focal
status’ (1998:60; cf. Goodwin and Duranti 1992), creeps into talk and
becomes a relevant feature of the context. They identified a noticing series
that consists of the following: (1) peripheral gendered activity; (2) gendered
noticing; and (3) extending of gender’s relevance. Gendered noticing is the
discursive attending to gender, whereby speakers index gender explicitly
and referentially. This noticing is preceded by peripheral gender activities in which gender is implicitly indexed as a relevant part of the context.
Gender relevance may be extended in the aftermath of the noticing and
may become a resource for subsequent talk. The noticing series is shown in
the following segment (cited in Hopper and LeBarron 1998:62):
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Excerpt 1: Field note (adapted)
1 Jill:
2		
3 Pip:
4		
5		
6 Pip:
7		

I’ve signed up for one of those informal
classes about car maintenance and repair.
That’s a good idea. A lot of women can
really learn a lot from these classes.
((short pause))
Well, I guess there’s a lot of guys
who can learn from ‘em too.

In lines 1–2, Jill announces that she has enrolled in a car mechanics class.
Referring to the activity indexes gender implicitly, as it presupposes the
cultural stereotype that women do not know much about cars. Pip attends
to this gender stereotype in lines 3–4: in her response she indexes gender
explicitly as a relevant feature of context. In lines 6–7, Pip corrects her
prior-turn’s presumption that women lack car repair skills. In this segment,
gender is brought to ‘focused attention’ (Hopper and LeBaron 1998:61) via
speakers’ social actions.
These studies show that in interaction we can find evidence for the gendered assumptions embedded in the use of gendered terms. Data from
Greek talk-in-interaction are analysed in the next section.

Analysis
Often, the deployment of gender membership categories in Greek conversation is not related to interlocutors’ explicit orientation to social gender.
This is shown in excerpt 2.
Excerpt 2
1 Vas: <Θimáme pára poli:: kaθará kápça práɣmata,>
		
((laughing))
		
‘I remember certain things very clearly,’
2		
((she laughs)) θimáme pára poli kaθará
			
((laughing…………………
			
‘I remember very clearly’
3		
kápça práɣmata pu:: (1.1) ↑prépi na ʝínane se mía		
…………………………))
		
‘certain things that (1.1) must have happened in-’
4		
pu ʝínane >málon< se mía ilicía, (.)
		
‘that probably happened at an age (.)’
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5		
pu profanό:s, (0.5) ↑ðe borό na ta θimáme.
		
‘that apparently, (0.5) I shouldn’t be able
		
to recall them.’
6		
(0.5)
7 Vas: Isos vévea mésa apό::: m:: ðiiʝísis
			
((sound))
8
 apό ti
mamá
mu:,
		
from def.f.acc.sg mum(f).acc.sg my
9
 ap
tο
babá
mu,
		
from def.m.acc.sg dad(m).acc.sg my
10		
apό θíus θíes ce ta lipá,
11		
[.h ↑na éxo sçimatísi mɲa ikό]na.=
		
‘Maybe I can recall the events through stories
		
told by my mum, my dad, uncles and aunties
		
and so on and so forth.’
12 Yan: [Ðe gatálava.
<θimáse:>]
		
‘I didn’t understand. Do you remember’

In lines 8–9, the speaker uses gendered kin terms embedded in noun
phrases (ti mamá mu: ‘my mum’ and tο babá mu ‘my dad’) to achieve recognitional reference to third parties (Schegloff 1996) in the course of an
assertion about memories that she is able to recall from her early childhood
years. The social action does not make gender interactionally relevant.
However, the referring expressions consist of articles and nouns, which
are grammatically and/or lexically specified for female and male sex and,
thus, make gender available in interaction. Moreover, the kin terms denote
normative roles in the heterosexual nuclear family (Kitzinger 2005b) and
display heteronormativity as a part of the tacit, taken-for-granted assumptions that interlocutors share about the social world.
A less common pattern is observed in the following segments, whereby
the use of gender membership categories and reference to gender category-bound activities introduce the relevance of gender in talk-in-interaction and trigger social actions that display speakers’ background gendered
assumptions. These assumptions are hearer-based inferences, triggered by
the gendered terms employed in speakers’ prior turns, and they involve
heteronormativity, namely, heterosexual desire, and normative femininities and masculinities. Heteronormativity establishes heterosexual desire
as the norm in all realms of social life and consists of dominant gender
discourses such as the male/female binary, difference and dominance (cf.
Rich 1980; for the discursive construction of heterosexuality see, among
others, Archakis and Lampropoulou 2009; Coates 2013; Kitzinger 2005a;
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Motschenbacher 2010, 2011, 2014; Ostermann 2017). The ‘heterosexual
matrix’ (Butler 1990) presupposes continuity between male/female sex,
masculine/feminine gender practice and desiring women or men, and
establishes structures of power, subordination and difference. These
gender structures shape the meanings we produce in interaction; they leave
their imprints on the use of gendered words and speakers’ worldviews. In
excerpts 3–5, I analyse cases in which private thinking becomes public and
gendered inferences fuel the speaker’s next action.
Excerpt 3 was first analysed in Alvanoudi (2017:138–40) and is re-cited
here, as it is one of the very few segments (n = 9) found in the data that
clearly illustrates the phenomenon examined.
Excerpt 3
1 Tan: >Ce ti na po?< [((she laughs))]
		
((in a laughing tone))
		
‘And what should I say?’
2 Zoi:		
[((she laughs))]
3		
(.)
4 Tan: [↑Ο
X]rístos ti [    ká:ni?]=
		
‘How is Christos.m?’
5 Zoi?: [
hh
]
6 Eva:		
[((she laughs]=
7 Zoi: =[Ο Χrístos, kalá °íne.]
		
‘Christos.m is fine.’
8 Eva: =[…)) hh pços
°íne] ο Xrí(stos)?
			
((laughing...........................))
		
‘hh who.m is Christos.m?’
9 Zoi: Ðe don [(gzéris). ]
		
‘You don’t know him.’
10 Mel:		
[Κorítsça.] θélume plíri enimérosi.
			
‘Girls. We want a full update.’
11		
pços ín o Χrístos.=
		
‘Who is Christos.=’
12 Tan?: ((she sneezes))
13 Dim: = >Íne
ci<
aɣόri
e?=
		
cop.3sg.prs and
boy(n).nom.sg part
		
‘He is a boy eh?’
14 Eva: =h[h ][h Εsí] θa mas pis [ʝa korítsia.]
			
((in a laughing tone…………....))
		
‘hhh You will tell us about girls.’
15 Zoi:
[Νe.]
		
‘Yes.’
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16 Mel:		 [Siɣnόmi.]
			 ‘Sorry.’
17 Tan:		
[Ο Xrístos íne]
18		
sto neoelinikó éna peðí psiló ómorfo¿
		
‘Christos is [a guy studying] in the department
		
of Modern Greek who is tall and handsome.’

In line 4, Tania nominates a topic via an itemised news inquiry (‘How is
Christos?’). Itemised news inquiries are oriented to a recipient-related
newsworthy item of which the speaker has some knowledge. The use of the
initial recognitional reference form, that is, the male proper name Christos,
indicates that both speaker and recipients know the referent’s identity.
In delivering an itemised news inquiry about Christos, Tania orients to
Christos’ activities as possibly news generational. Zoi provides a ‘no new
response’ in line 7. Evagelia initiates a repair sequence to resolve trouble in
recognising the referent (line 8) and Zoi delivers the repair (line 9). In lines
10–11, Melita summons Tania and Zoi via the vocative korítsça ‘girls’ and
requests information about Christos’ identity, thus orienting to Christos’
identity as a newsworthy item. She uses a first-person plural verb to refer to
self as part of a collectivity lacking knowledge about Christos. This collectivity includes Evagelia and Dimitris. Tania’s itemised news inquiry in line
4 and Melita’s request for information in lines 10–11 implicitly index heteronormativity, according to which women are interested in men. These
actions constitute a peripheral gendered or category-bound activity (a prenoticing) that prepares the ground for the gendered noticing in line 13.
Dimitris notices that Christos is a boy (line 13). He delivers a declarative assertion that consists of a copula clause (=>Íne ci< aɣόri e?= ‘He
is a boy eh?’), delivered emphatically with final rising intonation, which
seeks confirmation from the co-participants. The speaker ascribes male
sex to the third person via the noun aɣόri ‘boy’, which is lexically specified
for male sex. The use of the gender membership category indicates that
gender is a feature of context that has become interactionally relevant. The
speaker attends to the referent’s male gender and brings heteronormativity to focused attention. Gender relevance is extended in the next turns.
Co-participants understand Dimitris’ turn as a complaint that he should
not be included in the collectivity of co-participants interested in Christos.
Evagelia suggests that Dimitris can talk about girls (line 14) and Melita
apologises to Dimitris (line 16). Thus, the gendered noticing is extended
into a series of responses by Evagelia and Melita which acknowledge that
the topic of talk is not newsworthy for Dimitris, who is a man and therefore
is expected to be interested in women.
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In this excerpt, gender creeps into the talk through a peripheral gendered
activity in which gender is implicitly indexed. The gendered noticing delivered by the speaker explicitly indexes gender as a relevant part of context.
The relevance of gender is maintained in the next turns. In this three-phase
action series, participants position themselves and others as heterosexual
women and men, presuppose heteronormativity in the peripheral gendered activity, and bring it to focused attention via the gendered noticing
and in the aftermath of the noticing. In this extract, heteronormativity is a
hearer-based inference associated with the use of the male name Christos
that the hearer unpacks in his response in line 13. Heteronormativity is not
part of the meaning that speakers intend to communicate, that is, it is not
the main job of their utterances. However, it is made ‘salient’ and ‘accessible’ by the use of the gendered term.
A similar pattern is visible in excerpt 4.
Excerpt 4
1 Yan:
		
2		
		
3		
		
4		
		
5		
		
6		
		
7		
		
8		
		
9		
		
10		
		
		
11		
		
		
12		

Νe íxa éna f ílo pu::: (0.6) (e:) (0.5)
‘Yes I also had a friend.m who (0.6) (eh) (0.5)’
ðe θimáme pόte to leʝe.
‘I don’t remember when he was saying that.’
prin na padreftí:. metá. (0.9)
‘It was before he got married. Or afterwards. (0.9)’
e kápça stiɣmí to leʝe.
‘Eh, at some point he was saying that.’
=eɣό (0.7) se: (1.4) pόsa m éleʝe.
‘I (0.7) in (1.4) how many [years] did he mention’
(.) s- (.) péde xrόɲa i: se ðéka xrόɲa, (.)
‘(.) in- (.) five years or in ten years, (.)’
ðen: (0.9) θa ime eðό.
‘[he said] I won’t (0.9) be here.’
ti íθele na káni aftόs.
‘He had the following plan.’
(1.0) tόra íne padreménos. =éç ðío peðʝá.
‘(1.0) Now he’s married. =He has two kids.’
(1.9) >íθele na káni< ðío, tría (.) tésera (.)
‘(1.9) >He wanted to have< two, three (.)
four kids (.)’
όso ádeçe, an ádeçe fisiká ci i ʝinéka tu.
‘as many as he could, if his wife could also
take it of course.’
=étsi. (0.9) ci éleʝe όti ne. eɣό θa ta káno
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13		
		
14		
15 Chr:
		
16		
17 Ele:
		
18 Yan:
		
19		
20 Ane:
21		
22 Ane:
		
23		
24 Ane:
		
25 Chr:
		
26 Chr:
		
27		
		
28		
29 Chr:
		
30 Ele:
		
		
31 Chr:
		
32		
		
33		
34 Yan:
		
35		
36 Ele:
		
		
37 Chr:
		

‘Right? (0.9) And he said that yes. I will have kids’
(0.6) ce:: (.) θa: tin gáno.
‘(0.6) and (.) I will leave.’
(2.3)
Mazí me ta peðʝá i xorís?
‘With or without the kids?’
(0.6)
<ΧORÍ:S ipoθé:to.>
‘Without the kids I suppose.’
Μ: ðen do ksér(ume).
‘Mm: we don’t know that.’
(.)
Μ::.
(1.2)
Χorís.
‘Without.’
(1.1)
Χor[ís ín i éf ]koli lísi.
‘Leaving without the kids is the easy solution.’
[
ʝatí-]
‘Because-’
ʝatí eména énas f ílos mu íθele na padreftí,
‘Because a.m friend.m of mine wanted to marry,’
na káni ta peðʝá, ce na tin gáni mazi me ta peðʝá.
‘have kids, and then leave together with the kids.’
(0.6)
Ce to θéli akόmi.
‘And he still wants it.’
[Άdras?
]
man(m).nom.sg
‘[Is he a] man?’
[Αplόs ðen é]kane akόma όsa peðʝá (.)
‘But he still hasn’t as many kids (.)’
íçe prοɣramatísi na káni.
‘as he was planning to have.’
(1.0)
Α.
‘Oh.’
(.)
ʝa		
ádra		
miláme?
about
man(m).acc.sg talk.1pl.prs
‘Are we speaking about a man?’
Ne.
‘Yes.’
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39		
40 Chr:
		
41		
		
42		
43 Ele:
		
		
44		
		
45		
		
		
46		
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↑Μ:.
((in a playful tone))
‘Mm.’
(2.1)
Έçi míni sto éna as púme
‘He has one kid so to speak’
ce to prόɣrama tu ítane ðío.
‘although he was planning to have two.’
(2.9)
Oréa. =όso ðen káni ðéftero <i ʝinéka tu,>
‘Great. As long as his wife
doesn’t give birth to a second child’
(.) méni ci aftόs. (.) mόlis to káni,
‘he will stay married. As soon as she does,’
tο pérni ce févʝi.
((in a laughing tone))
‘he’ll take the kid and leave.’
(.)

In lines 1–13, Yannis tells a story about his male friend who was planning
to leave his wife after having kids. In line 15, Chrysa asks if he was planning to take the kids with him. In line 17, Eleni assumes that he would
not, tacitly presupposing the cultural stereotype of men being less likely to
look after their kids. Yannis challenges Eleni’s claim in line 18, and Anestis
agrees with Eleni (lines 20, 22) and justifies his claim (line 24). In lines
26–7, Chrysa delivers a counter-telling: she refers to her male friend (énas
f ílos mu ‘a.m friend(m) my’) who wanted to have kids, then separate from
his spouse and keep custody of the kids. The speaker uses the conjunction ʝatí ‘because’ to tie her current turn with the prior telling. None of
the interlocutors responds, and Chrysa continues her telling in line 29.
Chrysa’s telling implicitly indexes gender, as it presupposes the categorybound activity of men not looking after their kids: the gender specification of the referent is incongruent with the gender stereotype. The telling
operates as a peripheral gendered activity that prepares the ground for the
gendered noticing in the next lines.
In line 30, in overlapping talk, Eleni delivers an elliptical polar question that seeks confirmation. This question serves as the vehicle for implementing an other-initiated repair and a gendered noticing. Eleni’s question
initiates a repair sequence to resolve trouble in identifying the sex of the
referent introduced by Chrysa in her prior turn, and also address problems
related to assumptions of shared knowledge about gender stereotypes. She
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employs the gendered term ádras ‘man’, which is grammatically and lexically specified for male sex, with final rising intonation and emphasis. Her
question is a prosodically marked configuration in repair initiation and is
used as an ‘astonished’ or ‘surprised’ signalling of a problem of expectation (Selting 1996), which requires special treatment. At the same time, the
repair implements a gendered noticing. The use of the gender membership category indicates that gender is a feature of context that has become
interactionally relevant. The speaker attends to the referent’s male gender
and brings normative masculinity to focused attention. Chrysa does not
deliver the repair and continues her telling in lines 31–2. Yannis indicates
information receipt (line 34). In line 36, Eleni initiates the repair again,
seeking confirmation about the referent’s male sex via a modified repetition: ʝa ádra miláme? ‘Are we speaking about a man?’ In line 37, Chrysa
confirms and, thus, delivers the repair. Eleni responds with the particle m
(line 38) delivered with a sharp intonation rise and in a playful tone. Her
response indicates receipt of unexpected information and surprise, and can
be heard as possibly marking Chrysa’s prior utterance as of special interest
and engendering a possible extension of the gendered noticing. After a gap
(line 39), Chrysa expands her telling (lines 40–1), yet the sex of the referent
is not further topicalised.
In this excerpt, gender creeps into the talk through a peripheral gendered
activity, which invokes assumptions about normative masculinity that are
made explicit via the gendered noticing. However, these assumptions are a
side effect of the telling and do not constitute part of the meaning that the
speaker intends to communicate. Normative masculinity is a hearer-based
inference that is triggered by the prior speaker’s use of the masculine noun
f ílos (‘male friend’) and is displayed in hearers’ turns in lines 30 and 36.
A gendered noticing is also found in excerpt 5.
Excerpt 5
1 Ura:
2		
		
		
3 Mar:
4 Ura:
		
5 Mar:
		

=.hh praɣmatiká. an όla aftá pu étroɣa,
ménan <páno [mu,>]
‘=.hh really. If I didn’t burn all
the calories that I’m eating’
[.hh ]
θa muna ↑tetrápaçi.
‘I would have been very fat.’
O:: ci eɣό. ðe to sizitáo, <ðe to sizitáo,>
‘Oh me too. For sure, for sure,’
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6 Mar:
a:n [me ] ðis s:e trapézi, <όsus léo,>
		
‘if you watch me eat, I tell people’
7 Ura:		
[Ne.]
			 ‘Yes.’
8 Mar:
nomízun όti íne ipervolí.
		
‘and they think that I exaggerate.’
9		
όsi m éxun ði:,=
		
‘Those who have seen me eating,’
10 Ura:
=Ne. .h se piste- eɣό se pistévo.=
		
Yes. .h I belie- I believe you.’
11 Mar:
=éxu[ne
] páθi. étsi.
		
‘were surprised. Like this.’
12 Ura:		
[((laugh))]
13 Mar:
(.) káθode ce vlépun étsi.
		
‘(.) They look at me like this.’
14		
ti [ ʝínete?]
		
‘What’s going on?’
15 Vag:		 [Το íðʝο ce] ο aðerfόs mu.
			 ‘Μy brother.m is just the same.’
16		
ο aðerfόs mu, analoʝi- ma- ka- m aftá pu trόi,
		
‘Relative to what he eats my brother.m’
17		
éprepe na tane: ekatόn: penída
		
‘should be a hundred and fifty
18		
enenída cilá. .hh=
		
‘a hundred and ninety kilos. .hh’
19 Mar:
=((she smacks hers lips)) .h
20
 [I
		
ádres		
é]çete
		
def.m.nom.pl man(m).nom.pl
have.2pl.prs
21 Vag:
[°e:					
e-]
22 Mar: ce kalítero 			
metavolizmό.=
		
and better.n.acc.sg
metabolism(n).acc.sg
23 Vag:
=Όçi όli.
		
‘Not all men.’
24 Mar?:
.h[h Ε]
		
‘.hh Eh’
25 Vag:		[Εɣό] ðen éxo
			 ‘I don’t have’
26		
to metavoli[zmό pu çi: ο aðerfόs mu.]
		
‘the same metabolism as my brother.’
27 Mar:				 [ʝeniká
pososti]éa
					Αnyway, in general, percentage-wise,’
28		
pádos, i ádres éxun pçο kalό metavolizmό.=
		
‘men have a higher metabolism.’=
29 Ura:
=.h Síɣura.=
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=‘.h Certainly.’=
30 Mar:
=I ʝinéces epireázete dáksi.
		
‘Okay, women’s metabolism is affected.’
31		
Ðilaðí an fadastís όti piçí me eɟimosíni alázi,
		
‘That is, if you think that for example
		
pregnancy changes metabolism,’
32		
borí na s aláksi όlos ο metavolizmόs ʝa tin:
		
‘the whole metabolism can change for the’
33		
.h [ ipό]lipi zoí su,
		
‘rest of your life,’
34 Vag:		 [°(Ν:e.)]
			
‘Yes.’
35 Mar:
fadásu tόra ti::=
		
‘you can imagine now what.’

In lines 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13 and 14 Maria reports that she manages to maintain her weight even though she eats large quantities of food. In lines
15–18, Vagelis reports that his brother does the same thing. He refers to
his brother via the definite referring expression ο aðerfόs mu ‘my brother’,
which consists of the grammatically masculine article ο, the grammatically masculine noun aðerfόs and the possessive pronoun mu. Vagelis’ turn
presupposes common knowledge about gender differences in metabolism
(men are thought to have a higher metabolic rate than women). This category-bound activity prepares the ground for the gendered noticing in lines
20 and 22.
Maria gives an account for why Vagelis’ brother manages to maintain
his weight (lines 20, 22): it is because of his male sex. The speaker delivers
a gendered noticing by claiming that men have a higher metabolism. She
uses the gender membership category i ádres ‘men’, which consists of a
grammatically masculine article and a noun that is both grammatically and
lexically specified for male sex, and she deploys the second-person plural
to refer to the collectivity of men, which includes Vagelis. Via the gendered
noticing, the speaker attends to Vagelis’ and his brother’s male gender and
brings normative femininity and masculinity (related to biological gender
differences) to focused attention.
The relevance of gender is maintained in the next turns. Vagelis disagrees
with the generalisation and claims that his metabolism is different from his
brother’s (lines 23, 25–6). Maria provides a counterclaim in lines 27–8: she
uses the gender membership category i ádres ‘men’, and the third-person
plural, to generalise her statement about men and exclude Vagelis from
the reference. She explains that women’s metabolism is affected by other
factors, such as pregnancy (lines 30–3, 35).
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In this extract, normative femininity and masculinity is a hearer-based
inference triggered by the speaker’s use of the gender membership category aðerfόs ‘brother’ in the peripheral gendered activity and uncovered
in the hearer’s response in lines 20 and 22. The assumption of biological
gender differences is not part of the meaning that Vagelis intends to communicate; the speaker provides a similar example to the one reported by
Maria earlier. However, the inference of normative femininity and masculinity is made ‘salient’ and ‘accessible’ by the use of the gendered term and
is unpacked via the gendered noticing.

Conclusion
To wrap up, the analysis of excerpts 3, 4 and 5 displays the following pattern:
1
2

3

a peripheral gendered activity, whereby speakers use gender membership categories, which trigger inferences about gender, such as
heteronormativity and normative masculinity and femininity;
a gendered noticing, whereby hearers use gender membership categories to attend to gender as a relevant aspect of the context and
uncover the inferences associated with the use of gender membership categories in the speaker’s prior turn; and
a (possible) extension of gender relevance, whereby gender is further
topicalised.

This interactional pattern reveals that gendered terms in Greek talk-ininteraction are inference-loaded. Gender ideologies are anchored in the
use of gendered terms and fuel inferences about referents which sustain
and reproduce the dominant gender order. These inferences are not
semantically tied to gendered terms; they are fluid, vague, probabilistic
and implicit, and they form the conceptual baggage that gendered terms
prompt. Evidence for the conceptual baggage attached to gendered terms
lies in hearers’ responses or next turns, which show what hearers presuppose after hearing the conceptual baggage-invoking gendered term.
The findings indicate that the referential indexing of gender is a cognitively rich process. Gendered terms do more than simply encoding referent
sex; in certain contexts, they give rise to inferred meanings about normative femininity and masculinity that constitute part of speakers’ taken-forgranted knowledge or common sense. As Eckert and McConnell-Ginet
observe:
Once planted, common sense can be hard to shift, even hard to detect, as it can
become so embedded in ways of talking and acting that it is hidden, hard for our
reflective selves to access. (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2013:165)
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In line with prior feminist linguistic and conversation analytic research on
gender (see sections on ‘Gender membership categories: inferences and
gender ideologies’ and ‘Method and data’), this study sheds light on the
‘embedded’ aspects of common sense by zooming in on the conceptual
baggage of gendered terms, which is brought to the surface of the talk
through speakers’ social actions. The use of grammatical and/or lexical
gender is shown to be a micro-technique through which speakers become
‘habituated to a gender system’ (Ahmed 2017:55) that is oppressive and
unequal.
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Notes
1
2

The notion of conceptual baggage is similar to cultural schemas (Sharifian 2011),
cultural scripts/baggage (Wierzbicka 2006) and frames (Fillmore 1982).
See Pavlidou (2016:41–59) for a description of the features of the corpus (e.g. data
collection, size, etc.); more information is available at http://corpus-ins.lit.auth.gr/
corpus/index.html.
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Appendix A: Abbreviations
1
2
3
acc
conj
cop
def
m
n
nom
part
pl
prs
sg

first person
second person
third person
accusative
conjunction
copula
definite
masculine
neuter
nominative
particle
plural
present
singular
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Appendix B: Transcription symbols
Temporal and sequential relationships

[
]
=
(0.8)
(.)

point of onset of overlap
point of end of overlap
latching
silence in tenths of a second
micropause (less than 0.5 seconds)

Symbols used to represent aspects of speech delivery

.
?
,
: ::
word
°
_:
:
↑
↓
><
<>
hhh
.hh

falling or final intonation contour
rising intonation
continuing or non-final intonation
sound prolongation or stretching; the more colons, the longer
the stretching
underlining is used to indicate some form of emphasis, either by
increased loudness or higher pitch
following talk markedly quiet or soft
after a word or part of a word: cut-off or self-interruption
falling intonation contour
rising intonation contour
sharp intonation rise
sharp intonation fall
talk between the ‘more than’ and the ‘less than’ symbols is compressed or rushed
talk between the ‘less than’ and the ‘more than’ symbols is markedly slowed or drawn out
hearable aspiration; the more ‘h’s, the more aspiration; may represent breathing, laughter, etc.
inhalation

Other markings

(( ))
(word)
(…)

transcriber’s description of events
uncertain transcription
unidentified syllables or segments

